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15th December 2014
Q1).Examine the possible roadblocks that recently launched Payment Banks might face in
their functioning.
Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/subir-gokarn-the-mainthing-114121400578_1.html
Answer:
To make financial inclusion more inclusive, the idea of Payment Banks as Financial
Intermediaries was brought in light by Nachiket Mor Committee. With the complex and
diverse situation of Indian banking market, Payment Banks are supposed to face many
difficulties in it‘s functioning. Some are:
1. RBI has included facilities like Non-Banking Finance Companies, Business Correspondent,
White Label ATMs, Microfinance Institutions, Pre-Paid Instruments etc in last 1 decade to
enlarge the banking purview. But nothing, conclusive is achieved. Payment banks is
combination of these facilities, hence it‘s success is also doubted and keeping the giant
banking players in doubt.
2. As per the guidelines of Nachiket Mor Committee, Payment Banks can‘t offer loans to
make zero-risk banking, it will difficult for Payment banking to offer any crucial service to
rural population who needs some credits to start their small businesses.
3. There are confusions, if telecom companies, commercial banks, petrol pumps like entities
will enter the Payment banking service offering market, how they will sync with each other
without conflicting each other‘s interest. A USSD (Un-Structured Supplementary Service
Data) proposals has been made but plans are yet to come.
4. Capital requirement has been raised from 50crores to 100crores is quite high for small
retail chains to setup Payment Banks. Though this move is to lower down the starting price
for bigger companies, but in actual a capital threshold puts barrier for small players in
market. Instead service oriented threshold should be in place instead of capital threshold.
5. Because Payment banks can invest their holdings only in Govt Securities, Shares of
corporate bonds of reputed companies which yield near to 8% interest rates only. Hence
interest offered to customer will be very low. It will make customer averse of saving or
depositing money in Payment banks for long time.
Though Payment Banking is an innovative steps in the line of M-Pesa of Kenya, but there is
demographic difference between Kenya and India. Hence copying model and expecting
same result is not prudent. We should make Payment Banks facilities more enlarged like
small credits facilities, insurance linking with PB, no charges in transactions, considering PB
also for Direct Benefit Transfer
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GS – III
Q2) Write a note on the location factors of cement industry in India and also examine
problems faced by the industry.
Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/good-days-ahead-forcement-firms-114121500027_1.html
Ans –
Land is a finite resource, hence it‘s price is rising by leaps and bounds. More than 50% cost
of infrastructure, real estate and other labour intensive manufacturing unit comprise of Land
and raw material. Manufacturing and Production plants producing goods of mass
consumptions has an obvious requirement to locate itself strategically near to Consumer,
raw material and Human Resource at same time. This forces Cement industry to locate itself
to close by of raw material and market. As Cement Industry also needs cheap labour on vast
scale to keep its price competitive, it needs to be located in suburban area where it can access
mines of silica, calcium, aluminium and iron. With declined price of crude oil and low price
of diesel it was expected that cement industry production will boost, but the transportation
needs better highways too which is non-existent in many cases hence increases cost price
due to wear and tear in faulty roads. Some of the other problems faced by Cement industries
are:
1. Due to many pending mining projects under Ministry of Environment and Forest
clearance leads to undersupply of raw materials.
2. Non continuous supply of Electricity forces cement industries to use Diesel generators
which is more costly and harmful to environment too.
3. India is still lacking at World class machineries in Cement industries. Still relying to old
and traditional technology of mixing the composition with human intervention is time
taking and health risk to workers. Govt must encourage the industries to adopt to new
technology with subsidised capital goods under EXIM policy.
4. New projects in railways, power plants, dam, housing boards should be launched quickly
because these are the main customers of Cement industries. Slowdown in those industries
has ripple effect on Cement industries too.
5. Keeping the price of fly ash as free is much needed. Now fly ashes are charged by Power
Plants for last 2 years, which is demotivating for Cement industries. Earlier Fly ash was
provided for free by Power plant because it posses health hazard to workers and dumping
problems for Power plant.
Cement industry is crucial to economy growth, a nation‘s economic growth can be easily
gauged by it‘s industrial growth. Govt must address all the problems faced by Cement
industries to provide a unobstructed path for economic growth.
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GS2 (Polity)
Q3) The Union Cabinet recently cleared some changes to the Electricity Act which are
hailed as market friendly. Comment on these approved changes to the act.
Main Article: Business Standard
Ans:
The recent changes made by the Union cabinet in existing Electricity Act, 2003 would
increase efficient delivery of power to the consumer with great ease. The proposed changes
and its benefits could be presented as:
1.Consumer Portability System through open Access: Now the consumer has freedom to
receive power supply of other companies if the existing company fails to provide
satisfactory services to them. This facility now will be available even on consumption of less
than 1 MW.

2. Increased Competition: the facility of open access would force suppliers to be more
competitive to sustain profitability of their business.

3. Flexible procurement policy: unlike earlier provision, now Discoms will be able to procure
power outside the state. At present, the state government has power to restrict such sell of
electricity outside the state by making an appeal to regulators.

4. Demarcation of Duties and Responsibilities: Under changed provisions, building
infrastructure and supply of power will be done by two different entities. Such demarcation
would lead to transparent and prompt expansion of electricity.

5. Time Bound Licence System: this provision is made to give pressure upon discoms to
perform better.

6. RGO along with RPO: this is made for promotion of clean energy and its adoption.
7. New Renewable Generation Obligation: This will give freedom to Discoms to generate
renewable power of own to eliminate obligation to purchase from other suppliers.
Above changes are in the interests of the consumers but all that will depend upon the
efficient implementation of these new changes.

GS3 (Environment)
Q4) Write a critical note outcome of recent climate change talks held at Lima, Peru.
Main Article: The Hindu
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Ans:
Amidst the rising global temperature and its future impact on the global environment, the
climate change conference held at Lima paves the way for what is envisioned as historic
agreement in environmental history. Yet its fate depends on the final Paris 2015 agreement
due to certain concerns in Lima agreement..
Pledges were made by both developed and developing countries prior to and during the
climate talks that took the new Green Climate Fund (GCF) past $10 billion. But there is no
financial road map to scale up the commitments.
Lima agreement rightly addresses the concerns of developing countries to incorporate the
principle of common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDR) and respective capacities
due to different national circumstances in final Paris 2015 agreement.
Revised draft has even added a line in the preamble regarding "Loss and Damage" provision
which many small and island nations requested so as to help them to cope up with financial
implication of rising temperature.
However it weakened the language on national pledges, saying that countries now ―may‖,
instead of ―shall‖ include quantifiable information showing how they intend to meet their
emission targets and that to their pledges would be reviewed a month ahead of Dec 2015
Paris summit to assess their combined effect on climate change.
"Better late than never this agreement should be viewed as a significant step forward to curb
global warming and carbon emission which would help bring balance between mitigation,
adaptation, finance and technological measures in the final 2015 Paris summit.

GS2 (Polity)
Q5). ―The inadequacies of India‘s Internet regime are not confined to the IT Act alone.
The country faces dilemmas that concern the future of the net and the way in which these
are addressed will be key to determining India‘s future as an open society, a secure state
and a competitive economy.‖ In the light of amendments made to IT act and its fallouts,
critically analyse the statement.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
With the latest amendment to the Information Technology Act which states that spreading
of gross offensive and menacing in character are punishable under law, shows the
vagueness of the act and prohibits the freedom of speech clause of the Constitution. This
openness in interpretation shows the
lack of discussion when the bill was passed. However, internet censorship in India practised
without any sustained government policy adds to the inadequacies in the internet regime.
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Internet is here for the stay, with the ever evolving mobile space touching the lives of
billions of people through:
- Financial inclusion like internet and mobile banking
- Effectively distributing welfare and social services
- Improving basic education
- Providing employment through services like Uber, TaxiforSure
- Provides a market place like flipkart for local vendors/artisans
Stable and open Internet is closely tied with the country‘s growth and innovation. The need
in today‘s open world is:
- IT Act to be brought in line with reasonable restrictions on free speech
- Educating the users about the unlawful and illegal activities/behaviour
- Improving on digital innovation by incentivising and bringing infrastructure
- Creating effective and independent regulators
Along with the advancing steps of Digital India programme, a closer look in this aspect is
needed

GS2 (Polity)
Q6) Critically comment on the significance of repealing of Section 309 of the Indian Penal
Code, 1860.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
The recent legislative measure made to remove the rigidness in approach toward dealing
suicides by repealing Sec 309 of IPC is commendable step. It shall remove discriminatory
provisions that authorised law to 1 year imprisonment or fine or both against such
individuals.

Now, it shall help to provide responsive mechanism to address psychological distress along
with efficient vision for rehabilitation. Earlier, criminal perception held against them
deprived such persons to seek adequate mental therapy owing to procedural delays.
However, there are other aspects to which questions have been raised over such repeal. It is
being held that it shall absolve inclusion of suicide bombers within this section. .Also, laxity
in vision might aggravate 'non-serious mentally agonised' to indulge in adventurous
opportunism.
Yet, these apprehensions can be sidelined with, as there are other serious anti- terrorist laws
to bring perpetrators of suicide bombing to the book.
Also we have to broaden our perspective in the light of the SC judgement -" Right to Life
includes Right not to live a forceful life", that people commit suicide when life becomes
'forceful.' Hence credible efforts shall be made to make surroundings supportive and all the
while accommodative also, to analyse the roots of mental strife and overcome them.
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Q7). ―The Indian black money held in Switzerland or elsewhere will not come back, and
so the dreams about how to spend it can be stopped.‖ Critically examine why.
Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-business/black-moneyconundrum/article6691940.ece
Ans:
Black Money stashed abroad cannot be brought easily to India.GoI cannot depend on the
money held abroad to solve India‘s immediate problems.There are reasons to believe that
and they are
● Switzerland is the world‘s oldest and most established asset heaven.As the world‘s
premier private banking center, Switzerland holds an estimated one-fourth of the
world‘s private wealth. And much of that money is there because of Switzerland‘s
famous secrecy laws.
○ The Swiss Banking Act of 1934 made revelation of a client's identity a
criminal offense which will be punished with hefty fines and imprisonment.
The only exceptions to this privacy rule are criminal activities such as drug
trafficking, insider trading etc.
○ Switzerland has promised India of disclosing the names of the people.But this
agreement is made on the condition that it will maintain the privacy of the
people until they are proven guilty in court supported by independent
investigation.
○ This condition makes things difficult for a developing country like India
where judiciary is over burdened with lot of pending cases.
● Switzerland‘s economy runs on Financial services and Tourism.To expect a country
whose economy is dominated by services offered by banks to give up on secrecy
laws easily is being naive.
However bringing back Black Money is important.
● Switzerland,being the leading safe haven will play a crucial role in setting the
benchmark for other safe havens like Bermuda,Mauritius,Cayman Islands etc. to
modify their bank secrecy laws.So it is of utmost importance to successfully negotiate
with swiss govt & bring black money back to India.
At the same time putting too much emphasis for bringing in black money from abroad has
hindered towards achieving a system of just and transparent bureaucracy within the
country.India needs a system which stops further generation of Black Money within the
country.Not all Black Money is abroad.
Recent Developments
● Switzerland had agreed to assist India in securing confirmation of genuineness of
bank documents and information on requests related to non-banking information,
which would aid India in tax investigations. Swiss authorities will provide the
information sought in a time-bound manner; otherwise, it will indicate the reasons
why the cases cannot be responded to within the timeline agreed.
● Switzerland has also assured it will commence talks with India for concluding an
Automatic exchange of information (AEOI) agreement between the two countries at
the earliest. This is the first time Switzerland has agreed to start discussions on a
bilateral agreement on AEOI.
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●

Switzerland had amended its domestic laws, allowing other countries to make group
requests for information about suspected black money hoarders. Through this,
Switzerland won't give prior intimation to suspected individuals or entities before
sharing their details.

16 December 2014
Q1) The world has already warmed by almost one degree Celsius since the Industrial
Revolution. Do you think the target of 2 Degree Celsius which is set as upper limit for the
warming planet (above the global average temperature at the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution) is stringent enough? Also examine on what basis the upper limit of 2 Degree
Celsius has been kept as target
Main Article: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/16/science/earth/is-a-two-degree-limiton-global-warming-offtarget.html?emc=edit_ae_20141215&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
Ans:
The Rio Summit in 1992 was the first ever serious attempt by world leaders to rein in global
warming. However, the vagueness of the targets and a general apathy of the world leaders
since then have defeated the cause. The recent talks in Lima (Peru), where a 2C rise in global
temperature has been agreed upon, is considered as a precursor to the acceptance of a
concrete arrangement in Paris next year.
1) However, this limit of 2C may have more to do with political considerations than
genuine concern for the climate. In the mid-1990s, when environmental talks were
sagging, the German government came up with this little-researched figure of 2C to
get the countries on the negotiation table. However, expert studies have found that a
2C rise of global temperature will melt the Greenland ice sheet raising the sea by
upto 23 feet.
2) Such a change will be most harmful for the African countries and island nations,
whose concerns are food insecurity and land submergence respectively. Already, the
climate change has caused changes in precipitation patterns, retreating of glaciers,
heat waves, drought, ocean-acidification and, species migration and extinction.
3) The world leaders have presently called for a review of the2C limit and the results
from this review will have a major bearing on the Paris conference next year. The
present limit of 2C rise may have been an attempt to ensure that all the parties reach
a definite agreement. This strategy may however, be ineffective in the long term.

GS - III
Q2) How do oil spills in oceans cause ecological damage? If a major oil spill occurs near
Sundarbans region, what will be its political and ecological consequences? Critically
examine.
Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/the-sundarbans-spill114121501180_1.html
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Ans –
Oil spill can be man made or natural, it involves fast and mass scale oil coming in contact
with open water. Oil being insoluble quickly comes up to the surface and not affecting the
underwater directly. But it has very dangerous effects on flora/fauna for long terms. Some
ecological damages are:
1. Oil‘s chemical composition is poisonous and leads to mortality of sea animals/birds by
both internal exposure (eating, swallowing, digestion) and external exposure (feather
coagulation, eye irritation, skin cancer).
2. Because of mortality of sea animals, other lives dependent on them get affected, Animals
eating those birds also die.
3. Coral reefs, mangroves, off shore sea turtles, snails,crabs etc get affected because of beach
covered with oil waves. Coat of furry animals like mongoose, otters and birds get wet and
don‘t dry up hence their warming capability looses significantly, leads to death.
4. Phytoplanktons, zooplanktons from vast distance absorbs and digest oil, which
accumulates in them. Slowly harmful chemical enters food chain of marine world having
permanent affect for long term.
5. Oil Spills destroy breeding ground, and habitat of many fishes, animals, and migratory
birds.
6. Oil being lighter than water forms thin film there by covering vast area of water bodies
and blocking oxygen, sunlight exchange hence leading to death of underwater lives.
As it is difficult to demarcate borders in adjoining sea, it leads to difficulties in responsibility
share while cleaning up the oil. It oftens leads to political conflict between nations,
litigations files, insurance cover rows if oil spiller is because of other countries mistake. It
was observed in BP oil spill in 2010 and made company almost bankrupt paying the fines.
Hence, oil spill harms ecologically, financially and politicaly aspects.
Q3) What attributes define a ‗Smart City‘ concept? Examine.
Main Article: Business Standard
Ans:
Across the world, the stride of migration from rural to urban areas is increasing. By 2050,
about 70% of population will be living in cities and India is no exception. In this context,
Smart Cities come to our rescue.
Smart Institutional, Physical, Social and Economic infrastructures are the four pillars on
which a smart city rests.
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Institutional Infrastructure( including governance) includes:
-- High people participation
-- Governance by incentives rather than governance by Enforcement.
-- Fully automated municipal offices for delivery of services in real time.
Physical Infrastructure includes:
-- Improved Mobility
-- Reliable utility services such as electricity, telephony, ICT services
-- Safe and 24*7 water supply
-- Good sanitation and 100% recycling in sanitation system.
-- solid waste management and storm water drainage.
Social Infrastructure includes:
-- Quality educational facilities in every neighbourhood
-- High quality healthcare facilities
-- Entertainment facilities ( like theatres, concert halls, cultural centres, etc)
-- Sport facilities (like sports complexes, golf courses, swimming pools, etc)
Economic Infrastructure includes:
-- Financial sustainability
-- Creation of jobs
-- Establishment of financial hubs
With increasing urbanisation and the load on rural land, the Indian government has now
realised the need for cities that can cope with the challenges of urban living and also be
magnets for investment.
The announcement of 100 smart cities falls in line with this vision.

GS3
Q4) The finance ministry has finalised a proposal for a model bilateral investment treaty
to replace the current Bipa (bilateral investment protection agreement). Examine its
features.
Main Article: Business Standard
Ans:
India currently is trying to woo investors to invest in India through Make In India and for
that recently we have seen lot of initiatives taken by the government.It is trying to eliminate
most of the possible hurdles that currently investors face. The current Bilateral investment
protection agreement has lot of problems and we have seen lot of issues previously like tax
issues of Vodafone , nokia.
So government has proposed a new model Bilateral investment treaty which tried to address
all the current issues. Also, it is prepared with the focus on majority shareholders and not for
minority and indirect investors. It will help reduce MNC taking advantages of tax
juridisctions.
Under proposed Model few basic changes to address problems are:
1) New Model has early review mechanism to address frivolous claims which leads to high
costs.
2) Foreign companies can now be counter claimed by host countries for their illegal
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conducts.
3) Clarity is given that government means only central and State and no local governments.
4) Broad obligations are being eliminated which are used by arbitral tribunals to interpret
provisions for their misuse.
5) It has broadened the state right to develop policies to include environment, conversation
of natural resources, securing financial system, public health and safety, improving working
conditions which were missing in BIPA.
6) It has done a balancing act of investor right with their obligations for the host country
law.
7) It has tried to address investor - state dispute settlement by giving a time frame so that
issues can be resolved early.
Basically, proposed model has tried to address all the concerns of the current problem with
investment which will help to bring huge investment as it will improve the investment
climate India. It will make investment a win-win for state and investor both. Also, it will
give India a good face at global level.

GS3 (S&T)
Q5) Analyse the recent trends in growth of information technology industry in India. Do
you think India is losing its edge over other competitors in IT sector? Examine.
Main Article: Business Standard
Ans:
The rapid growth of technology and the ensuing greater automation of jobs has adversely
affected the job growth prospects in the IT sector, as is evident from the decrease in the
number of hirings by tech companies such as TCS, Infosys and Wipro. These companies
currently employ about 3.1 million people including around 1 million women.
According to expert estimates, IT companies presently require only 13,000 employees for $1
billion revenue, about half the number needed till a few years ago. Also, the use of
productivity tools and the gradual incorporation of cloud computing has rendered many
jobs redundant.
The major changes in the IT sector also holds greater importance for the Indian economy as
it generated about $100 billion income in 2012 and is growing at about 9% annually. The
large and educated workforce in India has been the biggest factor responsible for this
industry‘s stupendous growth. However, the rise of productivity measures has resulted in
greater efficiency with a smaller workforce.
According to the IT Industry Competitiveness Index 2011, we are far behind countries like
USA, Japan and Australia in terms of IT infrastructure, R&D, legal environment and the
government support for IT industry development. Also, Indian companies‘ presence in the
global IT industry and higher level jobs in SDLC (requirement analysis and architecture
design) is meager compared to the US giants involved in mainstream product development .
Greater focus on research and partnering with global multinationals is necessary for the
industry in India to remain competitive
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GS2
Q6) Recently India sought to revisit the U.N. General Assembly (UNGA) Resolution 2832
(XXVI) declaring the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. Critically examine why especially
in the light of changed geopolitical realities post- Cold War.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
The desire for an IOZOP was first mooted in the 1964 Cairo Conference of the NAM.
Coming against the backdrop of the raging cold-war, the UNGA Resolution was meant to be
a move against the increasing militarization of the region and potentially becoming a
battleground for world powers. However, since the end of the cold-war new geopolitical
realities have arisen in the region.
The IOR has increasingly become a focus point for the Chinese as it perceives a genuine
threat to its oil supply-routes from the Indian navy‘s presence in the IOR and the numerous
war-games India participates in this region. Also, its desire for establishing a maritime-silkroute has led it to assist the rim countries like Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Maldives in
constructing ports in exchange for their help to increase its military presence in this region.
The region has also become a hotbed of drugs trade, arms trade, human trafficking, piracy
etc. and holds security issues for all the rim countries. The recent agreement between India
and Australia on security cooperation in this region is an attempt to deal with these issues.
The huge potential of developing off-shore oil reserves in this region has also attracted
numerous petro-companies and increased the chances of major man-made ecological
disasters.
In this situation, we can see that the level of involvement of different stakeholders in this
region will only increase. Revisiting the resolutions provisions is important to ensure that
peace is maintained in this region and greater cooperation is encouraged between the
different countries.

GS3 (Environment)
Q7) Critically analyse the negative impacts of hydroelectric projects in the Himalayan
regions.
Main Article:
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/damned-bydevelopment/article6695735.ece
Ans:
● Despite repeated warnings by geologists and environmentalists against constructing
HEPs (hydroelectric projects) in EQs prone Himalayan region, the State
Governments has continued with their lopsided agendas, under the veil of
development.
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●

The Ministry of Environment, Forests & Climate Change (MoEFCC), based on
CHOPRA committee report, admitted in SC that hydroelectric projects in the region
―aggravated the impact of floods‖. The report has presented a strong case against
projects between 2200 and 2500 metres above sea level – paraglacial regions – which
have loose glacial debris (moraines), which when carried downstream can be
disastrous, as happened in ‘13 Uttarakhand floods.
● HEPs do harness a renewable energy reserve but have many negative impacts:
○ The entire Himalayan ranges are prone to landslides and the areas where
projects are going on are extremely vulnerable to landslides. Frequent
movements along the ranges have loosened the local rocks making them
vulnerable during the monsoon. Blasting has created problems in the form of
ground vibrations. Road construction, quarrying and tunneling can trigger
landslides. Water accrues puts pressure on the land below, thus disturbing
natural arrangements. It may lead to sudden tectonic faults, triggering EQs &
landslides.
○ Hydro-power projects alter the natural flow patterns of rivers. Most of the
hydro electric projects are diversion projects/ Run off the river projects which
divert water upstream of a dam into a tunnel and drop it several kilometers
downstream in order to obtain a large head. Storage projects generally reduce
the annual discharge, the seasonal flow variability and the daily flow pattern
downstream.
○ It is believed that when large fractions of river lengths go dry due to multiple
projects on them, changes in the micro climate may occur. The temperature in
may increase.The accompanying reduction in moisture can diminish the
valley‘s biodiversity and productivity.
○ When a number of dams are built in a series on a river, each dam fragments
the river due to minimal flows between the dam and the power house. In
these stretches the rivers lose their continuity and spread. As a result they are
unable to perform their natural functions. Lack of connectivity limits the
territory of species that migrate extensively along the length of the river. The
isolated and localized populations become more vulnerable with increasing
fragmentation.
○ Loss of biological & cultural diversity, as huge tracts of land are submerged.
In regions of exclusive & unique flora and fauna, many habitats are lost,
endangering much more.
○ Leakages from dams and tunnels put adjacent villagers at risk. Also, there is
an increase in salinity upstream and decrease in river silt and debris, which
affects ecology downstream.
○ In case of abnormal monsoon, unregulated water releases cause floods. Also,
reservoir areas are inundated.
Many people are displaced too, losing their livelihood in the absence of proper rehabilitation
& resettlement measures, they are forced into nomadic lives.
Cursory Read
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http://forumias.com/home/negative-impacts-hydroelectric-projects-himalayan-regions/
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/dammed-if-you-don-t113062601020_1.html

TOPIC: POLITY
Q8) Internationalization of higher education is called upon to benefit local students and
help develop innovative skills. In this regard, critically examine the challenges that India
faces in internationalizing its higher education sector and why it is necessary to
internationalize.
Main Article: http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/creating-a-globalclassroom/article6695733.ece
Ans:
Internationalization of education is the call of the hour to inculcate the better aspects various
educational systems around the world and there is a need to apply the lessons of global
importance to local Indian institutions to benefit them.
With India a promising power internationalization will ensure students from abroad who
will be beneficial in future co-operation, promotion of diversity, generation of revenue and
growth and enhancement of skills of students.
Few challenges tha have laced the internationalizationa of Indian higher education system
are:
a) Lack of policy clarity: As the recent controversy on German language in KVs has
demonstrated the higher education policy needs to follow proper a long lasting guidelines
that will not harm the modernization. Indigenous and foreign languages co-existing within
an Indianized syllabus is not only possible but strengthens the hard skills of students such
as multi-linguality.
b) Raising standards of Institution: The inducationof international students is possible with
better infrastructures and that will reward with incoming funds from admissions. The
students exchange programs will be beneficial in the exposure which will enrich students.
c) Compatibility: The coursework of Indian universities should match international
curricullum which will help a lot in maintainance of standards and issuance of compatible
transcripts will allow accreditations. The credit transfer policy needs to be standardized.
d) Infrasturucture Problems: Indian universities and hostels have not evolved to the
standards that is aspired by the students and with better infrastucture it will attract students
for long term courses. While special attention should be given to serve all strata of Indian
students in the best possible manner.
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e) Scholarships: Increasing scholarships will help universities garner global attenation and
draw more students from underdeveloped countries.
f) Culture: Promoting a healthy academic culture that will help in innovation will ensure
there is a constant flow of students from abroad to india which will help setup a hub for
development.
There is a need of a legislation to promote internationalisation of higher education which
will regulate the exchange and scholarship programs while at the same time regulating the
only profit motives of some institutes.

17 December 2014
Q1) Examine why methane is considered as vital for presence of life on planets such as
Mars? Explain in the light of recent findings by NASA‘s Curiosity rover.
Main Article: The New York Times
Ans:
Methane is considered important for presence of life on planets because it does not stay for
long owing to chemical reactions and sunlight.Hence its presence in a planet like Mars
provides arguable proof that something is creating it. It might be geological process known
as serpentization involving heat and liquid water which will prompt us in direction of
availability of water .However it can also be due to methanogens -microbes which excrete
methane. Hence scientists look for the presence of methane.
The presence of methane in the Martian atmosphere can be due to two specific processes. It
could have been created by a geological process called serpentinization, which requires both
heat and liquid water. Or, due to life processes of microbes called methanogens which
release methane as waste. Hence, the recent discovery of methane, ten times higher than the
predicted levels, by the Mars rover Curiosity, has revitalized the search for life on Mars.
Previous measurements by the Curiosity rover had indicated atmospheric methane levels far
below the predicted levels. However, this recent spike can only mean two things.
First, the earlier observations were mistaken.
Second, the methane in the Martian atmosphere is destroyed quickly.
A third angle on this mystery is that the methane may have been created by the degradation
of organic material left behind by meteors by the Sun‘s rays. However, this theory doesn‘t
hold much weight due to the absence of any craters near the methane source, hence
reinforcing the previous two theories.
The presence of methane may not be a direct indication of life. However, it opens up
avenues for further search for life. Even if the methane production was geological, the
hydrothermal systems could be the hotbeds for life. Curiosity also found significant
amounts of chlorobenzene, an organic molecule, in a mudstone which was previously
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drilled by the rover. These discoveries hold great potential for solving the mystery of
whether life could have in the past or is currently present in Mars.

GS - III
Q2) Recently the Russian central bank raised interest rates steeply to prevent the
weakening of Ruble. Examine what effect this move has on Indian economy.
Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/rouble-fall-set-tohit-indian-pharma-companies-114121600473_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/markets-in-bear-hug-amid-russianmonetary-squeeze-114121700007_1.html
Ans –
The steep fall in oil price and cold war in the Ukraine region of Asia hammered Russian
currency ruble to a great extent. It felled to a record low to 80 rubles per dollar, a big 20%
dip in its value and lead Russian central bank to lose confidence and increase interest rates
by nearly 50% to halt credit supply and reduce inflation. This sudden monetary scenario
change is also affecting Indian and global market. Prominent macroeconomic affects are
following.
1) Fall in sensex and Value of rupee – Due to the effect of fall in ruble price investment in
Indian market dip for a while and lead to fall in sensex and rupee
to a record minimum of this quarter.
2) Fall in oil Price – Russia is one of the bigger exporters of crude oil and this negative
change in Russian market is leading to fall in oil price.
3) Decline in Export – Due to fall in ruble value and tight credit supply in Russian economy
their purchasing power felled for a while and cause fall in export value of Indian market
leading to current account deficit
4) Fall in Indian pharmacy sector - Russia is a big importer of Indian pharmaceutical
products and due to this steep interest rate increase and fall in ruble price lead to
fall in export of pharmaceutical products.
This fall in ruble is also seen as upcoming next financial crisis as that of 1998 and for sure it
will affect Indian market a lot the sign of which start showing.
Q3) ―The Swachh Bharat is a correct policy revival but will fail unless buttressed by a
robust, palpable implementation structure.‖ In the light of numerous challenges this
scheme faces, comment on the statement.
Main Article: Business Standard
Ans:
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Sanitation has taken a new shape after it has drawn wide public attention in the form of
Clean India Campaign organized on Gandhiji‘s 150th birth anniversary. However, the
outcome cannot be visualized unless a pragmatic approach in addressing the following
challenges is ensured.
1. Decentralized Planning – The local bodies need to be clarified with their role in achieving
the target by 2019. Allocation of appropriate funds and guidance in policy formulation has
to be looked upon for effective implementation. Instead, the
scheme has a top down approach without empowering the bodies which can directly
plunge into action.
2. Infrastructure Benchmarking – A world wide comparison is essential in adopting the best
practices for infrastructure development. But the current rural situation is in no way near to
the basic facilities including latrines, drainage systems, septic tanks, etc. The roles played by
Ethiopia and Nepal in solid waste management can be taken as references.
3. Segregation of funds – The modus operandi is heavily dependent on exclusive funds
allocated for carrying out the tasks. Swacch bharat does not provide space for segregation of
funds for individual aspects of the project like garbage collection, solid waste management,
drainage, public toilet, water supply, housing, roads and bridges, street lighting, parks,
livelihood, infrastructure and project assistance.
4. Periodic assessments – There exists a lacunae in post implementation analysis to have a
check on the effectiveness of the scheme. The work force from municipalities and
Panchayats are not equipped with appropriate orders to make a thorough observation and
updating status of the projects.
Q4) According to a report, on the list of the world‘s biggest exporters of illicit financial
flows from 2003 to 2012, India currently ranks fourth — after China, Russia and Mexico,
in that order. Critically examine why.
Main Article: Business Standard
Ans:
Illicit financial flows, in economics, occur when money is illegally earned, transferred, or
spent. This used to disappeared from the record of its country of origin ,and usually never
return back . This December 2014 report from Global Financial Integrity, ―Illicit Financial
Flows from the Developing World: 2003-2012,‖ finds that developing and emerging
economies lost US$6.6 trillion in illicit financial flows from 2003 through 2012,which is
increasing with the average rate of 9.4 %per year, roughly twice the growth rate of global
GDP. In developing countries it was around 297,411US dollar in 2003, which increased
991,245US dollar in 2012.
Reasons behind Illicit financial flows in developing countries like India:According to one study report there may be two main points, responsible for the growth of
Illicit financial flow in India,
1. the drain bloated massively in the era of economic liberalization and reforms starting with
1991
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2. High net-worth individuals and private companies were found to be the primary
drivers of illicit flows out of India's private sector
· This can be generated in various ways, including trade mispricing or misinvoicing,
bulk cash movements, hawala transactions, and smuggling.
· Most common reason is that our economic model depends upon the official
statistics which cannot capture illicit transfers of capital occurring through drug and
other causes, and other illicit activities such as human trafficking and sex trade.
· Also India‘s underground economy is also a significant driver of illicit financial flows.
· Illicit flows from India are driven by a complex interplay of structural factors and
governance issues rather than by poor macroeconomic policies (according to kar report
2010).
So for more inclusive growth India should enact tax and customs, reform, redistributive
policies, also regulatory changes to improve the governance.
Developed countries should ensure greater transparency in banks and
offshore financial centres so that we can stop the absorption of illicit funds.
Also there are policies differences in between countries, there should be certain best practice
which can be follow by all the countries.
Illicit financial flows are very critical for developing countries like India ranking forth
worldwide because if we can save these funds it can be use for better health care
programme, in developing new business, it can be use for development like raising
infrastructure and many more. Without cooperation of all the countries and some concrete
steps this will increase continuously which will hampered the growth of countries specially
developing countries.
Q5) Critically discuss why the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan is an hotbed of
terrorism. Also examine why terrorist attacks on Pakistan are more than compared to
attacks on Afghanistan.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
The border area of Afghanistan and Pakistan has many tribal people residing. There socioeconomic conditions are very poor due to lack of development programmes. Their major
source of income is illicit drug trafficking and they invest this money in various terrorist
activities.
This border area became haven for more terror activities after U.S. attack on Afghanistan in
2001 and many of Afghan terror groups migrated to this border area. And geographically
this area is a hilly terrain offers safe place for terror training camps.
Pakistan 's president Asif Zardari in 2009 admitted that in past Pakistan has patronised
terror groups for geostrategic agenda. But when blame game started between Afghanistan
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and Pakistan, regarding increasing Pakistani terror activities in Afghanistan and refused by
Pakistan increased mistrust between both of them.
Pakistan started its operation Zarb-e-Azab and Khyber -1(joint military offensive conducted
by Pakistan against various terror groups in Pak's north frontier region) in border areas the
terror attacks by Afghanistan on Pakistan increased in recent times.
And it is anticipated by defence experts of Pakistan that any rise of Taliban in Afghanistan is
a threat to Pakistan. So it is necessary for Pakistan to enhance its internal security to avoid
one more such massacre which she witnessed yesterday which took life of hundreds of
innocent children
Q6) The recent agreement between USA and China to cut their emission of green house
gases has been criticised by many countries and scientists. Examine why. Also explain
India being a fourth largest emitter of green house gases, what should be its stance at
climate change negotiations.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
The recent agreement between USA and China has been criticized by many mainly as the
agreement is a bilateral treaty and the targets agreed upon by both are lesser than what was
expected by the two largest carbon emitters.
The US has reneged on its commitment of 30% emission reduction under the Copenhagen
accord and it may do so again when necessary. China has agreed to peak its emissions by
2030. However, this gives China a free license to massively increase its emissions till 2030
without any regard for the permanent ecological damage it may cause till then.
India has committed to a 20-25 reduction in intensity of carbon emissions per unit of GDP
below 2005 levels by 2020. However, being the fourth largest emitter, India is facing
pressure to announce targets and a roadmap of its own. India‘s emission of 1,900 MMT is
much lesser than that of China (8500 MMT) and USA (5400 MMT). Its per-capita emission is
also much lesser than that of China‘s and being a developing country, its energy
requirements will only grow.
India has repeatedly called for a worldwide agreement under the UNFCCC‘s framework in
accordance with the ―common but differentiated responsibility‖ for curbing emissions. It
must continue to do so, in addition to lobbying for clean technology transfer from the
advanced economies as well as support for the GCF. India can propose to peak its emissions
by 2050 as well as increase its share of renewables in the energy mix. Implementing copycat
commitments by India can potentially have adverse effects on its economy.

Q7) Critically examine why some commentators argue for the continuation of Section 309
of the Indian Penal Code.
Main Article:
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http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/debating-the-right-todie/article6699181.ece
Ans:
Is a person who attempts to commit suicide a criminal or a victim?
● This is a question that has sporadically come up for debate in India where under
Section 309 of Indian Penal Code (IPC), anyone who attempts to commit suicide
attracts punishment with a jail term of up to one year or fine or both.
● GoI has decided to remove the anachronistic law contained in Section 309 of IPC in
accordance to the recommendation made by Law Commission of India.
○ In its report titled "Humanization and Decriminalization of Attempt to
Suicide", the Law Commission had recommended decriminalisation of the
attempt to suicide, saying, It is unreasonable to inflict punishment upon a
person who, on account of family discord, destitution, loss of a dear relation
or other cause of a like nature, overcomes the interest of self-preservation and
decides to take his own life. In such a case, the unfortunate person deserves
sympathy, counselling and appropriate treatment, and certainly not prison.
● Still some Commentators have argued for its continuation. The reasons given are○ ‗Right to Die‘- could not be taken as the fundamental right like ‗Right to
silence‘ and Right not to trade‘ as the former would completely eliminate the
person from the society.
○ No person can have monopolistic right over his life as he is part of society
and has some responsibilities towards his near and dear ones.
○ There are high chances of misusing in the cases like dowry deaths, mercy
killing, honor killing.
○ Constitution has the provision to end life through prescribe procedure. Only
state has right to take away life. So it will create conflict with monopolistic
powers of the state.
○ Some states have argued that it will give free hand to suicide bombers as in
case of failed attempt they won‘t be prosecuted.
○ Accepting ―Right to Suicide‖ would create legal presumption of Sanity.
● India ranks 2nd in suicide rate after china and southern states are in top position.
○ This is a time to introspect, why rich, literate with adequate health care
facilities have topped in suicide ranking. Total repeal of section 309 may leave
some space for abuse.
○ The misuse of the same provision of the law by the State authority in the
name of ―protecting human life‖ is another serious issue that should not be
overlooked. This is the precise case with Irom Chanu Sharmila, who has been
on fast for more than 13 years.
● So keeping in view the socio-cultural environment of India taking an appropriate
decision is need of hour, so that deletion of clause should not aggravate suicidal
cases and it should properly address the survived victims of suicide for their
treatment instead of punishing them.
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18 December 2014
GS2 (IR)
Q1) ―The USA‘s isolation of Cuba was one of the most misguided chapters in American
foreign policy.‖ Critically comment in the light of recent developments in relations
between two countries.
Main Article: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/18/world/americas/in-us-cubaembrace-rusty-gears-of-cold-war-diplomacy-finallymove.html?emc=edit_ae_20141217&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=49615428&_r=0
Ans:
The mutual freeing of spies and political leaders by America and Cuba has opened new
vistas for positive relations and leaving behind the relics of the cold war.
The USA's isolation of Cuba was a mistake. It had severe consequences for the two nations,
cold war and the world.
Firstly, it drove Fidel Castro towards communism from democrat and into the hands of
Russia as the economic sanctions by US made their sugar import more dependent on the
Soviet and its allies.
Secondly, the ill prepared Bay of Pigs invasion led to missile crisis which brought world to
the brink of nuclear war.
Thirdly, it fuelled the cold war and arms race.
After the end of cold war and collapse of Soviet Union, there were still differences between
the Cuba and US. Cuba guided by strong and enthusiastic leader Fidel and his successor
was able to thrive even after disintegration of Soviet Union and is one of the only few
communist nations which has successfully survived.
It is important that the world which is in the grips of economic crisis be made a safer place
to live and mutual hostility between countries be removed for taking the countries to a
better economic regime. Keeping this in mind, the US and Cuba have released the prisoners
and are moving forward for peaceful and trading relationship

GS - III
Q2) Critically examine how countries and different groupings of countries are divided
over climate change negotiations.
Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/nitin-desai-exhaustionin-lima-114121700947_1.html
Ans –
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Climate Change is a concern which binds all nations because climate doesn‘t adhere to
geographical boundaries. With Kyoto protocol on 1997 which has principle of ‗Common but
differentiated responsibility was not happily accepted by Developed nations, because it hold
developed nations more responsible toward steps to fight for clean energy as they have
already reaped the benefit of Industrial Revolutions for last 150 years and economically very
strong as compared to Developing nations whose industries are still lacking modern
equipments and researches for clean energy.
From here the divide between Developed and Developing nations kept widening with
different versions of self acclaimed responsibility and austerity move toward clean energy in
COPs, Marrakesh Accord, Peru climate talk etc.
Currently in Peru the US and China who are top emitter of GHG has came up with plan
whereby US will decrease it‘s GHG emission by 26-28% by 2025 keeping base year as 2005,
on critical analysis it is not a very willful goal because there is no check and balance
committee for tracking this. Also, US has kept earlier decided for 30% cut but now brought it
to 26%. It is self decided goal and prone to lax measures.
Similarly, China is not clear about it‘s goal which says, It will reach it‘s peak emission by
2030 and increase it‘s share of clean energy by 20% which is already 15%. It is also not very
clear and willful goal. But one thing is clear that, Developed nations are more interested in
setting up targets and goals for developing nations emission which figurewise is a fraction
of what Developed nations plus China do.
On the other hand, Developing nations are more interested toward technology transfer from
Developed nations in subsidised rate to boost their industries toward clean energy, Their
argument that, they are still at nascent stage of industrial upliftment and have responsiblity
for uplifting millions from poverty.
Best approach at this time would be, an independent body like IPCC or UNFCCC should
come up with a strict guideline and penality system. Self decided goals will lead us
nowhere, as developing nations will also start following such goals and politically
blackmailing for not signing the accord if their goals are not approved like Russia has done.
This will lead to reaching the dangerous 2degree rise much sooner thatn 2050 because of no
cooperation and non-coherent efforts.
Q3). Examine why the Sections 17(b) and 46 of the Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Act
(2010) have become bone of contention between India and USA.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
With increasing demand nuclear energy is important for India to reduce its carbon emission
and to achieve energy security but the liability issue in CLNDA has prevented the US
suppliers from establishing deals with India in nuclear energy generation.
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REASON
a) Section 17(b) which allows the operator to sue suppliers for sub-standard devices or latent
and patent defects there is no clarity on standards where interpretation
may differ in courts.
b) As supplier loses control of their products after delivery the accidents may occur
due to the mismanagement of operator and claim fault with suppliers.
c) Clause 46 also sues supplier under other laws related to industrial safety and
environment in addition with CLNDA
d) Section 17(b) is also seen as not in line with the international liability regime
where the protection exists for suppliers and sued only when there is an intent
to cause damage.
The ambiguous provisions must be sorted out for better cooperation in nuclear energy
where the suppliers and operators must be brought to liability by clear guidelines and
accepted standards to achieve safety together with energy security.

Q4) Compare and contrast India‘s Eastern and Western borders in terms of infrastructure
and security threats they pose.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
India's long standing border disputes between Pakistan and China poses internal security
threat to India and geographically these areas are situated in one of the difficult terrains in
the world and it is difficult to manage border and scope for infrastructure development.
Compared to eastern border western border has proper road, rail and air connectivity and
3300km border between India and Pakistan is well fenced and manned as well. But recent
report by Parliamentary standing committee on defence said the connectivity to eastern
border is "very dismal". The Chinese counterpart in border, constructed all weather road
reaching up to LAC and in some areas beyond that. But our roads are not even reaching up
to LAC. India's look east policy is majorly concerned with increasing trade and commerce
relations with south-east Asian countries but it should also focus on fencing, road-rail
development.
Regarding threat to security again eastern border is more vulnerable than western border.
Although western border near Ladakh region and in some parts of Himachal Pradesh are
vulnerable for insurgency. But in eastern region border between Indo-Bangla, Indo-China is
under threat of security.
The security concerns are
-insurgecy
-trans border terrorism
-drug and human trafficking
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-threat from non state actors
-increased foreign funding for left wing extremism
-narco terrorism etc...
These migrants and insurgents will pose internal disturbances, indigenous people of Assam
are now becoming minority( due to outnumbering of Bangladeshis), their cultural survival is
at jeopardy, political control weakened, unemployment etc.
The border management in India is not well organised as different military and paramilitary forces report to different ministries at centre and no consensus among them. To
tackle security threat (both internal and external) India must evolve a agency with solidarity.

Q5) In recent years the terrorism has spread as far as Australia too. Examine why terrorists
are targeting countries like Australia and what‘s their agenda.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
Terrorism has reached all parts of the world and seems to be strengthening day by day.
Terror groups were initially a creation of US during soviet invasion of Afghanistan. US
supplied Pakistan with necessary financial aid and weaponry to create terror groups and
used them to fight against Soviets.
These terror groups multiplied after US's misadventures in Afghanistan and Iraq post Sep 11
World Trade Centre crisis. US's acts to destabilize Libiya, and some other middle east
nations, have added fuel to fire. As dictators fell one by one, the respective Islamic states
turned leaderless and power struggle among local tribes began creating thousands of
Jihadists.
Civil war in Syria and political crisis in Iraq gave rise to barbaric terror groups like ISIS
which has taken terrorism to the next higher level. Renewed competition among major
terror groups like ISIS, Alkeida, Taliban and their fight for dominance in the Islamic world
has helped terrorism reach every nook and corner of the world.
Now these terror oufits are much more organised and are more stronger than ever both
financially and political and are hungry for greater regional influence. Their immediate
goals are to claim Muslim Caliphate and impose Sharia law in the regions under their
influence.
Once their immediate goals are met, which seem likely in the near future, these groups will
strive to gain more territories outside muslim world and will become a major threat to the
whole humanity
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Q6) Critically analyse how and why Pakistan has become victim of its own terrorism
related policies.
Main Article: The Hindu
Ans:
After the two back defeats in war, the Pakistan government took to proxy war in the form of
terrorism against India in late 1980s. Since then Pakistan has bred terrorist in various regions
including POK, FATA and Baluchistan.
Several terrorist organisations including LeT, HuJi, Hijbul Mujahideen, Jesh-e-muhammad
and recently TTP has found their roots on Pakistan soil. They have been nurtured by funds
siphoned off from American grants by the Pakistan Government playing the victim card. For
two decades, these organisations have carried out terrorist activities all across India.
But recently the Pakistan political situation has become tumultuous, which saw its president
Musharraf been banished from country, Benazir Bhutto being assassinated. Due to frequent
change at the center, the Pakistan government gradually lost control over some of this terror
outfits. Eventually, a time came when organisations like TTP started promulgating their
own agenda, which included demand for implementation of sharia, ban on western
education, dance and music.
This enraged the government which started acting military action against them. These terror
outfits resorted to gurella warfare against the state as a counter operative measure. Suicide
Bombs, ambushes became mainstream in Pakistan subsequently. Last few years have seen
murder of hundreds of citizens and army personnel in a volley of suicide attacks and
ambushes . Recently in 2014, the worst attack saw school children of army personnel being
targeted, that shook the world.
So the snake that Pakistan harbored thinking that it would bite only its neighbors has begun
to sting Pakistan itself. But despite all these developments, ISI and government still
continues to support many terror outfits. Terrorist like Dawood Ibrahim, Hafe Saeed and
Zaki ur Rehman Lakhvi, still live in Pakistan with impunity. If ISI and Pakistan government
do not take a tough stance against all terrorist organisations (irrespective of whether they are
under control of Pakistan government or not), the day is not far that, they will prove to be
Pakistan's Frankenstein.

GS3
Q7) The recent drop in international oil prices has provided India with rare opportunity
to its oil companies to expand their exploration and out-compete China. Examine.
Main Article:
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/an-opportunity-to-outmuscle-chinain-oil/article6702634.ece
Ans:
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According to estimated figures, by 2025, with the demand for oil projected to touch
370 million tonnes, India should produce at least 110 million tonnes per year.Hence
to maintain this level, India needs to add 60 million tonnes of oil every year.The only
way to achieve this is to procure oil as ―equity oil‖.
○ Recent drop in oil prices provides an excellent opportunity to Indian national
oil companies because it will find the cost of overseas mergers and
acquisitions more affordable.
Issues with China
○ Chinese competition will be less severe as China‘s oil giants have slowed
down their international activity of late and become preoccupied with
developments at home.
○ China‘s Oil giants have decreased their international activity as result of high
debt levels and are focusing more on profitability and consolidation instead
of new big and bold deals.
○ The decrease in the trend of international ventures by chinese companies is
also a fall out of weakening economy of China.
○ Political dimension involved here is Mr. Xi Jinping‘s anti corruption
campaign in which the China‘s national oil companies are some of the main
targets of corruption probe thereby prompting them to go low profile.
○ Many of the oil producing countries across the globe are increasingly
concerned with investment method of Chinese oil companies in terms of
service contracts and employment,thereby pushing forward stronger local
content regulations to counter Chinese.
All these factors against the Chinese oil companies have proved to be in favour of
Indian oil companies.
However,Indian oil companies will also have to beware of uneconomical fields of
exploration, lower cash flows,foreign loans taken for acquisitions abroad amidst
falling oil prices and also falling value of INR against strengthening USD that could
make future acquisitions more expensive.
Though the falling prices would affect the Indian oil companies,which will have to
increase borrowing from domestic and international financial institutions to make
new,large overseas deal, a more stronger political support to the Indian oil firms
along with Indian State-owned banks increasing their lending to promote Indian
Foreign Investment in this field would help India to revitalise its global oil quest.

TOPIC: GS3 (ECONOMY)
Q8) "The RuPay debit card plan be shelved, because it poses a huge reputation risk — the
failure of the card could have damaging consequences for the Jan Dhan Scheme as a
whole." Examine.
Main Article: http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/the-weakest-link/99/
Ans:
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The government has issued directive to issue RuPay debit card to all Jan Dhan Yojana
account holders. While it may be ambitious but meandering in untested territories might be
highly
counterproductive.
The risk of failure that RuPay debit card is due to multiple reasons:
a) Financial Illiteracy: The newly inducted account holders have almost negligible financial
knowledge and to operating debit cards would be far-fetched dream. Debit card or any
electronic device has a potential to go awry if not preserved properly.
b) Vulnerability: The lack of knowledge will make the customers vulnerable to safe keepers
and poses risk to increasing savings in accounts. The scheme has provision of disabling of
insurance amount in case of no card usage for 45 days which can put the account holder on
back foot.
c) Institutional risks: NCPI is tasked with penetrating to the rural masses but it is yet to gain
the confidence of urban customers. Failure will be repelling to potential target market. The
framework for its implementation should be foolproof.
d) Banking burden: The banks are tasked with combining overdraft accounts with
insurance cover. So to burden them with debit cards would be unwise. The bank will find it
hard to do the task without third party assistance.
e) ATM Penetration: The debit card usage would be limited due to lack of access to ATM
and e-banking and this would make the card fifth wheel.
Thus it would be unwise to make debit cards voluntary with Jan Dhan Yojana. Rather an
emphasis should be on education drive by the government to ensure that the card-holder
realises the potential and catalyst nature of the RuPay debit card.

19th December 2014
GS3
Q1) What do you understand by real effective exchange rate (REER)? Some economists
say that the rupee is overvalued. What do understand by this and why, in their opinion, is
rupee overvalued? Examine.
Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/jaimini-bhagwatiabheek-barua-yes-the-rupee-is-overvalued-114121801420_1.html
Ans:
Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) is used to determine a country‘s currency value
relative to other major currencies like the U.S. dollar, Japanese yen, euro etc. in an index
after inflation adjustment. Since, REER considers tariffs and transaction costs associated with
importing goods, it gives the value of the goods which a consumer would pay. REER
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calculation is done by taking weighted average of the currency and a value of 100 or close to
it is considered as fair valuation of the currency.
According to a study by Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations
(ICRIER), if the REER is estimated for the rupee without considering different measures of
productivity changes and indicators, the rupee appears to be overvalued by 21%. If
productivity changes are measured by including per capita income, the rupee is found to be
undervalued by 8%.
However, the above two methods are considered unsatisfactory for comparing developed
and developing economies. For such a comparison, the Total Factor Productivity (TFP) was
found suitable whose level is determined by how efficiently the inputs are utilized in
production. Here, the rupee comes out to be overvalued by 7%.
Rupee‘s overvaluation currently may be related to the stock market confidence. The constant
depreciation observed in the rupees value in the first two quarters of 2014 had created
market panic and hurt corporate firms who had reduced their hedging amount due to the
relative stability of rupee in the previous quarters. Also, since India‘s imports are much
higher than its exports, it makes sense to let the rupee remain overvalued to keep the trade
deficit in check.

GS - III
Q2). Examine how the Russian economy has grown post the break up of erstwhile USSR.
Also examine causes behind its recent economic crisis.
Main Article: http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/russia-in-trouble114121801416_1.html
Ans –
After the breakup of the USSR, which followed a centrally planned economy, Russia moved
to a globally integrated market economy. However, the then president Yeltsin‘s program of
radical, market oriented reforms was disastrous for the Russian economy as the real GDP
fell by 40%. Botched privatization procedures, high corruption and concentration of wealth
and, capital flight were the major reasons responsible for this situation, finally resulting in
the financial crisis of 1998.
Russia‘s economy recovered surprisingly quickly after the crisis on the back of growing
energy exports, devaluation of the ruble (making Russian producers competitive
internationally), rise in disposable income of the people and of the commodity prices and,
introduction of pro-growth economic reforms including a comprehensive tax reform.
Russia‘s present economic crisis has been due to its over-dependence on energy exports
which currently occupies 70% of its export basket. The relative stagnation of the EU, which
is Russia‘s largest trading partner and the falling oil prices have been the major reason for
the lessening export incomes. Sanctions imposed on Russia after its annexation of Crimea
has also hurt its economy.
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The recent devaluation of the Ruble by 6.5% by Russia‘s central bank is seen as a move to
stop any further slide of its currency. Also, Russia is searching for new trade partners and
attempting to diversify its exports sector. The $400 billion agreement for sale of natural gas
to China, the defence deal with Pakistan and the recent agreement between Russia and India
for sale of 12 nuclear reactor units to India are cases in point.

GS2 (Governance)
Q3) In your opinion, what are the solutions needed to overcome so called ‗policy
paralysis‘ in India? Discuss.
Main Article: Business Standard
Ans:
India is trying is clear lot of hurdles at this moment which comes in way of investment and
in a way lead to lower economic growth. These hurdles are officials and ministers sitting
with files and not clearing them,too many policies which in many ways becomes hurdles
and not the processes , people not taking decisions swiftly, all these are known as Policy
paralysis. There are many ways by which these hurdles can be removed.
1) Time Bound Clearance: Set a time limit at every stage and make sure it is adhered to
decisions are taken in a time bound manner.
2) Use IT : Many of the processes can be done online which will enable fast decisions rather
than files going from one place to another and end up in a pile.
3) Make Officials and Minister Accountable: Make people related to key decision making
accountable and their promotions, progress should be related with performance.
4) Regular Updates: Take regular updates from the people responsible for key decisions.
5) Policies review : Do a regular review of key policies and see if they are helpful or making
a negative impact instead of helping the work progress.
6) Case Studies : Case studies can also be done for previous successful and failed ventures
and from their learning's decisions can be taken.
7 ) Experts Help: Take help of the experts of various areas to resolve the problem in those
areas. Experts from their experience can help a lot in avoiding mistakes and we will faster
results. A very small example is Mr E Sreedharan, he is helping now for Metro projects in
various other cities after successfully getting implemented in National Capital.
8) Take help from various countries in the areas they have already successfully implemented
some projects.
If we implement all the above suggestions properly we can overcome most of the problems
we are facing these days with our Policies.
Q4) Examine the factors behind the growth and expansion of e-commerce in India. In the
light of recent protests by brick and mortar retailers, critically comment if the aggressive
growth of e-commerce is good for end consumers.
Main Article Business Standard
Ans:
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E-commerce is a relatively new phenomenon in the Indian shopping scene compared to
countries like USA, UK or even China, but has been growing exponentially, considering that
the market was worth around $4 billion in 2009 and currently stands at around $13 billion.
The key drivers behind this stupendous growth have been the increasing internet
penetration in India (present user base stands at 250 million) and the rising living standards
of a fast-growing middle class. The wide range of choices available to consumers online and
the presence of multiple e-commerce websites allows them to cross-check prices easily
before making a selection.
However, the astonishing growth of e-commerce sales has hurt the brick-and-mortar (B&M)
businesses. Numerous vendors have started selling their wares on e commerce portals due
to the lower prices entailed by disintermediation and reduced inventory and real estate
costs. Also, predatory pricing techniques employed by these websites to gain greater market
shares has hit B&M businesses as consumers expect them to match the prices offered by the
e-retailers.
Although, the lower prices offered presently by the e-retailers are beneficial to consumers in
the short-term, the losses incurred by B&M businesses may drive them out of the market
resulting in its monopolization by the e-commerce website. Thereafter, market pricing by
these websites may not be so liberal. Numerous people working in B&M stores may also
face unemployment as a result. Monopoly over the sale of certain high-demand items, which
was observed recently in the case of Google‘s Android One phone and President Pranab
Mukherjee book, may also prompt the e-retailers to ramp up their prices illogically.
Q5) Critically analyse how the debate on the nature of secularism and its practice by the
state has evolved vis-a-vis nationalism and communalism since independence in India.
Main Article The Hindu
Ans:
The idea of secularism before Independence revolved around nationalism and was
considered to be the counter to the communalistic forces present then which stood in the
way of national integration and the attainment of independence. However, in the early
decades after independence nationalism was gradually weaned away from the idea of
secularism. Secularism stopped being a mass-concept but rather a constitutional provision
whose enforcement was necessary by law. Secularists had to lay claim to bhakti or Sufi
forms of devotion to prove their secular credentials. This situation can be considered as the
nation‘s failure to truly portray its secular credentials.
The two major parties, in the past few decades, have invoked a populist and majoritarian
logic to define secularism. Practicing of popular cultural aspects (e.g. festivals) have been
gradually moved away from focusing on its inclusive nature, as in the pre-independence
days, to increasing focus on the tolerance of the populace towards such activities. Secularism
has become fodder for verbal duels among political parties, but has never been the path for
the attainment of power. This ambiguity has resulted in divisions between the state and
society, resulting in social violence when the state has not been able to enable people to vent
their feelings.
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Presently, the idea of nationalism has undergone a sea change since the days of the
independence. The idea of Hindu nationalism has started gaining ground amongst the
populace, who were previously attracted to perceived secular credentials. However, Hindu
nationalism possesses no theory of a state, unlike the recent push for an Islamic state
observed in the Middle-east. Therefore, it can only ever remain a social movement and never
a political one. In this way, although the movement can be oppressive, it will never be
communal as the movement is about the revival of Hindu traditions and culture and not
about the discouragement of other religions. However, the danger of this rhetoric being
construed as a movement against other religions remains a distinct possibility and if such a
situation arises, the government will need to proactive steps to ensure that the meaning of
secularism is not distorted in the maze of laws and political debates.

Q6) The findings from the latest International Labour Organisation report on real wages
have noted the continuing deceleration in the growth of global real wages and
discriminatory pay gaps based on gender and nationality. Critically examine its
implications. What measures would you suggest to arrest this trend? Explain.
Main Article The Hindu
Ans:
The findings of International Labour Organisation‘s report on real wages points a mix of
proactive approach and policy paralysis. Its implications can be listed below:
- Deceleration in growth of global real wages show signs that world economy is not
recovering at a significant rate
- Deceleration can also be related to less investment, less domestic consumption, less exports
- Discriminatory pay gaps based on gender increases the social, political and economic
difference between men and women.
- Financial impact on women results in exploitation, decreases empowerment among them
- Results in Nation‘s backwardness, its exploitation, losses strategic importance etc.
- Encourages Capitalism as resources would be controlled by the few
There can be some measures that can be taken by the government:
- For reducing gender based disparity consider behaviour of society towards women while
formulating policies
- Successful institutions like Collective bargaining should be replicated keeping the diversity
of the region in mind
- Policy changes like mainstreaming and empowerment should be considered more
- Encourage Institutional changes should be considered like decentralisation
- Encouraging minimum wage platforms like MGNREGA and raising minimum wages
Already there have been existing policies in practice like Self help groups, financial inclusion
like Jan Dhan Yojana etc. We need to encourage it more and educate people about it.
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GS3 (S&T)
Q7) Critically analyse the major achievements of ISRO in recent times and examine what
constraints and challenges it faces in its quest for bigger future missions.
Main Article:
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/editorial-a-significantachievement/article6704982.ece
Ans:
Recent Major achievements of ISRO
● The Mars Orbiter Mission sent from PSLV-C25 made India to become the first
country to achieve this on its maiden attempt. The scientists made India proud by
launching the spacecraft with Rs.450 crores which is the cheapest in the world's
space mission projects.
○ Though some of the critics argued that the highly elliptical orbit planned for
'Mangalyaan' will take it far from the planet most of the time and the
minuscule 25kg payload will not be enough to study on Mars, the mission
turned out to be a great success.
● GSLV-Mark III succeeded in its experimental launch and so India could hereafter
rely over its own launch vehicles that could carry heavy communication satellites
(up to 4 tonnes).
○ With this we shall enter crew space programme & create edge for ourselves in
highly competitive global market for commercial satellite.
○ This success also made the dream of sending humans to space a near possible
manoeuvre due to the triumphant touchdown of a crew module which could
accommodate 2-3 people.
● Recently ISRO launched the third IRNSS satellite in space. This is novel step towards
completion of constellation of 7 satellites in space.
○ IRNSS can be used for both military and civil purposes.
Constraints and Challenges
● Aditya Mission (solar observatory) is one of the future challenging mission since the
satellite has to remain at the point between the gravity of the Sun and the earth.
● Extraterrestrial missions like Chandrayaan – 2, and Venus mission will pose severe
technological challenges.
● Reusable Launch vehicle Technology Demonstrator pose build constraints.
● Lack of Funds is one of the issues which prevents ISRO from planning and
financw=e future bigger missions.
● Problem in attracting youth towards Indian Space Organisation. One of the reasons
may be monetary benefits attached in working in Indian space centres. Brain drain
creates talent shortage for ISRO.
● Criticism by certain NGOs for the huge amount of money spent by ISRO is a wastage
which can be utilized for eradicating poverty.
● India is currently leasing transponders as there is acute shortage.
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